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Walking Dead: 

1 of 1 review helpful Zombies Seriously By Charles M Lee That was my first reaction when an acquaintance put this 
book in my hand I am not a fan of zombies and I am not attracted to the premise Dead people rise up and eat people I 
ll pass I finished the book in less than three days What Ms Lehman has done is provided a wonderful commentary on 
the spiritual principles express and displayed in the popular tel The Walking Dead as all fans know is not about the 
zombies This amazing television phenomenon brings us a world where life rsquo s dilemmas morals and basic human 
issues are laid bare and out in the open Faith Fighting and Forgiving Life Lessons from The Walking Dead highlights 
lessons that we can learn from these challenges How do we handle anger How can we find forgiveness How do we 
know when it rsquo s right to take up arms and fight for ourselves and ou About the Author Susan Lehman is a 
contributing blogger on The Walking Dead Fansite In her life outside of TWD Susan has worked in politics higher 
education and on film crews She has run two small businesses as a real estate agent and selling vegetable and 
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